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Computer NetworkingPearson Education, 2020

	Welcome to the eighth edition of Computer Networking: A Top-Down Approach.

	Since the publication of the first edition 20 years ago, our book has been adopted

	for use at many hundreds of colleges and universities, translated into 14 languages,

	and used by many hundreds of thousands students and practitioners worldwide. We’ve...
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Cisco Router Firewall SecurityCisco Press, 2004
The Cisco IOS firewall offers you the feature-rich  functionality that you've come to expect from best-of-breed firewalls: address  translation, authentication, encryption, stateful filtering, failover, URL  content filtering, ACLs, NBAR, and many others. Cisco  Router Firewall Security teaches...
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Adaptive Blind Signal and Image ProcessingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
With solid theoretical foundations and numerous potential applications, Blind Signal Processing (BSP) is one of the hottest emerging areas in Signal Processing. This volume unifies and extends the theories of adaptive blind signal and image processing and provides practical and efficient algorithms for blind source separation, Independent,...
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Optimizing Wireless/RF CircuitsMcGraw-Hill, 1999

	Select and optimize wireless/RF circuits.


	Get last-word guidelines for selecting and optimizing wireless/RF ICs with John D. Lenk's Optimizing Wireless/RF Circuits. As you'd expect from an author whose electronics guidebooks have sold over 2 million copies worldwide, instead of complex math and abstract theory this hands-on...
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Mastering UI Development with Unity: An in-depth guide to developing engaging user interfaces with Unity 5, Unity 2017, and Unity 2018Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Master Game UI system by creating captivating user interface components with Unity 5 through Unity 2018 and C#. Learn about UI texts, images, world space UI, mobile-specific UI and much more.

	
		Key Features

		
			Develop a game UI with both technical and aesthetic considerations
	...
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Spring Into PHP 5Addison Wesley, 2005
The fastest route to true PHP mastery! So...you've been asked to pitch in on a  PHP project...starting now. Or maybe one's on the horizon. Or maybe you need to  get real PHP skills onto your resume. You've done web stuff. Maybe used other  scripting languages. Now you want to get productive with PHP, fast.Welcome. We  wrote this book for you. We'll...
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Data Modeling Essentials, Third Edition (Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
Data Modeling Essentials, Third Edition provides expert tutelage for data modelers, business analysts and systems designers at all levels. Beginning with the basics, this book provides a thorough grounding in theory before guiding the reader through the various stages of applied data modeling and database design. Later chapters address...
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Component-Based Software Development: Case Studies (Series on Component-Based Software Development - Vol. 1)World Scientific Publishing, 2004
Component-based software development (CBD) is an emerging discipline that promises to take software engineering into a new era. Building on the achievements of object-oriented software construction, CBD aims to deliver software engineering from a cottage industry into an industrial age for Information Technology, wherein software can be assembled...
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Sas 9.1 Language Reference ConceptsSAS Institute, 2004
This title comprehensively documents essential concepts for SAS features, the DATA step, and SAS files, including general BASE SAS concepts, BASE SAS DATA, BASE SAS file concepts, and much more.

Base SAS software enables you to bring all your data into a single system. This title comprehensively documents essential concepts for SAS...
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IP Addressing FundamentalsCisco Press, 2002
The reader-friendly explanation of how the IP address space works and how it is used

* A reader-friendly introduction to the complex and confusing topic of IP addressing
* Thorough and understandable explanations of the binary mathematics behind IP addressing
* Complete coverage of the IPv4 address space without distractions of...
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Event-Based Programming: Taking Events to the LimitApress, 2006
Languages like C#, VB .NET, and Delphi include built-in support for events, and these events become very powerful when they connect the objects and components of a system. Events make it possible for such parts to interact without any coupling. And the resulting parts can be developed and tested individually--which keeps the code clean and...
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Unifying Theories of Programming and Formal Engineering Methods: International Training School on Software Engineering, Held at ICTAC 2013, Shanghai, ... Lectures (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	This book presents 5 tutorial lectures by leading researchers given at the ICTAC 2013 Software Engineering School on Unifying Theories of Programming and Formal Engineering Methods, held in Shanghai, China in August 2013.The lectures are aimed at postgraduate students, researchers, academics, and industrial engineers. They cover topics such...
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